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This test report is the second in a series of reports des-
cribing the results of the tests conducted to evaluate the
behavior of nonmetallic materials in hydrogen. This report
summarizes the results of the flash and fire test (Test D)
outlined in Test Plan TP-WSTF-196. The flash and fire test
is utilized to evaluate the tendency of heated materials to
ignite in a hydrogen atmosphere when subjected to an ignition
source. The test is conducted using the standard WSTF flash
and fire test apparatus. The test represents a hydrogen para-
llel to a hazard condition known to exist in oxygen systems.
In this study performed for the NASA Aerospace Safety Research
and Data Institute (ASRDI) and NASA WSTF, ten nonmetallic
materials were evaluated to establish baseline data on the
behavior of nonmetallic materials in hydrogen and to charac-
terize on an initial basis one mode of material failure con-
sidered to be a factor pertinent to the safe use of a mate-
rial in hydrogen.
2.0 SUMMARY
During January through March 1972, ten nonmetallic materials
were evaluated for their flash and fire points in hydrogen.
The tests were conducted using the basic MSC-PA-D-67-13 procedure
as outlined in Test Directive TD-MIS-006, Revision B. None
of the materials evaluated exhibited a flash or fire po in
either helium or hydrogen up to a temperature of 600 F. Two
of the materials, polyvinylchloride and cellulose acetate
butyrate, were thermally effected by the tests in both test
media. Several of the materials including polyvinylchloride
and cellulose acetate butyrate exhibited the "halo' phenom-
enon during the tests at temperatures over 2500 F.
3.0 TEST MATERIALS
3.1 Test Specimens: The following nonmetallic materials
were examined by the flash and fire test:
WSTF I.D. No. Material
71-2992 FEP Teflon
71-3071 TFE Teflon
15% Glass-Filled TFE Teflon71-3072
WSTF I.Do No, Material
71-3073 High Density Polyethylene
71-2977 (cast at WSTF) RTV-90 Silicone Rubber






71-3198 Cellulose Acetate Butyrate
3.2 Test Gases: The test gases utilized in this series
of tests conformed to the following requirements:
Gas Requirements
Helium MSFC Spec 364B
Nitrogen (purge gas) MSFC Spec 234A
Oxygen Mil-P-25508D
Hydrogen High Purity Grade (99.9%)
4.0 TEST FIXTURE/SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
A diagram of the flash and fire test apparatus is shown in
Figure 1. The test apparatus has an internal volume of
approximately 0.5 liter and holds the specimen in an aluminum
specimen cup (1). A glass chimney (2) is used between the
cup and the spark electrodes (3) to prevent spark arc over
to the cup. The chimney is also used to direct the specimen
off-gas products past the spark electrodes. The height of
the electrodes is adjustable to maintain the electrodes 0°75
+ .025 inches above the specimen. The spark electrodes are
freshly sharpened for each test and adjusted to a spark gap
of 0°062 + .01 inch. An asbestos washer (4) prevents heat
sinking of the specimen by the stainless steel test chamber
(5). A 1500 watt heater (6) is coiled around the cup and is
insulated from the test chamber with an asbestos liner. A
dual element thermocouple (7) monitors the cup temperature
and provides the control temperature signal to the temperature
rate controller (8). The spark generator (9) applies the
spark high voltage across the high voltage chamber feed-
throughs (10). The spark energy is approximately 75 milli-
joules applied over a duration of approximately four milli-
seconds. The temperature rate controller (8) applies suf-
ficient heater power to the heater coil (6) through the
heater power feedthroughs (11) to maintain a 25 + 5 F per
minute temperature rise rate over the test temperature range.
A port (12) and one opposite it are used to fill and purge
the test fixture.
Flash and fire occurrence may be monitored visually through
the glass viewport (13) or electronically by the photoelectric
cell detector (14) and storage oscilloscope (15) arrangement.
The flash and fire occurrences are detected by the photocell
detector through a quartz rod (16). The quartz rod is mounted
in a glass rod which penetrates the viewport through a Teflon
feedthrough bushing (17).
Figure 2 is a photograph showing the flash and fire apparatus
set up in the WSTF hydrogen test facility. The television
camera adjacent to the test fixture was used to remotely
monitor the test progress during oxygen checkout and helium
baseline tests.
The materials for all tests conducted in this phase of the
program were configured as cubes weighing approximately 0.5
gram. All materials except RTV-90 and PRC polyurethane
specimens are cleaned to the requirements of MSC-00066,
Method CP-5, to reduce or minimize hydrocarbon contamination.
5.0 GENERAL TEST PROCEDURE
The tests were conducted in duplicate using both GHe (baseline)
and GH2 as the test medium, The test procedure consisted of
the basic steps listed below (refer to Appendix A for the
detailed test procedure), The test procedure was qualified
through a series of oxygen checkout tests performed using
hexaethylbenzene as the standard test material.
1. Place sample in aluminum specimen cup (refer to
Figure 1).
2. Place glass chimney on specimen cup.
3. Install and adjust electrodes to obtain a spark gap
of 0,062 + o01 inch0
4. Adjust specimen holding fixture to provide a o750
+ .025 inch spacing between the specimen and the electrodeso
5. Install photocell and cover top of fixture with
aluminum foil to exclude light (for H2 tests only).
6, Connect all electrical and instrumentation leads.
7. Connect pressure and vent lines.
8. Turn on spark generator and verify operation of
the generator (one spark every 10 seconds).
9o Pressurize the test fixture to 37 + 5 psia and
perform a leak check,
10. Purge the test fixture with GHe for two minutes.
11. Purge the test fixture with the test medium (either
GHe or GH2) for ten minutes.
12. Pressurize the test fixture to 25 + 2 psia with the
test medium,
13. Initiate spark generator (one spark/10 seconds
nominal) and temperature programming (250 F/minute nominal)
after the specimen has been soaked in the test medium for
ten minutes.
14. Monitor the temperature profile.
15. Monitor photocell output for flash and fire points.
16o Terminate the test when the fire point has been
determined or the maximum test temperature (6000F) has been
obtained.
17. Purge the test fixture and perform a post-test
visual examination of the test specimen.
6.0 TEST RESULTS
6.1 System Checkout Tests: In order to verify the per-
formance of the system, a group of checkout tests were per-
formed using oxygen as the test medium at a pressure of
16o5 + .5 psia. The tests used reagent grade hexaethylbenzene
as the standard material.
Table I summarizes the test data. The data were obtained using
a purge technique for establishing the test atmosphere in the
test fixture and the laboratory standard evacuation technique.
Both techniques gave an average fire point of 4650 F (hexaethyl-
benzene does not exhibit a flash point under the test condi-
tions used). This value compares favorably with the 462°F
average value obtained by the laboratory using a different'
set of equipment.
6.2 Gaseous Helium and Hydrogen Tests: Table II is a
tabular summary of the pertinent flash and fire data obtained
on the ten nonmetallic materials tested during this phase of
the program. A complete listing of the test data is given
in Appendix B. Table II lists the initial and final test
vessel pressure, the average heating rate, and the end tem-
perature along with remarks describing the sample at the
end of the test. No material was found to exhibit either a
flash or fire point when subjected to the test in GH2 up to
a temperature of 6000 F (3150 C).
Two materials, polyvinylchloride and cellulose acetate butyrate,
were significantly changed as a result of the tests conducted
in both test mediums (GHe or GH2 )o These two materials were
probably changed as a result of the high temperatures exper-
ienced during the tests. Several of the materials at temper-
atures over 2500F exhibited the "halo" phenomenon as observed
on the photocell output oscilloscope. The "halo" phenomenon
is commonly observed in standard ASTM flash and fire tests
conducted on oils and lubricants and in material flash and
fire tests conducted at WSTF in oxygen.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate typical test data recorded during
the tests. Examination of the photocell output trace shows
several peaks which are larger than previous peaks. The in-
crease in peak height with no change in the general shape of
the peak is typical of the "halo" effect. The cause of the
"halo" effect is not clearly understood and is not exhibited
by all materials. The "halo" effect is probably due to a
flash reaction occuring under conditions which limit its
propagation to a full flash. For example, it may be due to
the presence of an incorrect fuel/oxidizer mixture, insuffi-
cient ignition energy, or incorrect conditions of temperature
and pressure. It is interesting to note that in both helium
and hydrogen, the specimens of cellulose acetate butyrate and
polyvinylchloride were significantly changed and that these
tests indicated the "halo effect at higher temperatures but
failed to show the typical flash and fire points. Apparently
some type of reaction occurred that was not detected by the
photocell. This detection limitation may be due to the wave-
length sensitivity of the detector and its components. The
detector use is sensitive primarily to visible light and is
not particularly good for the detection of ultraviolet light
given off by many typical chemical reactions.
7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The flash and fire tests indicated that none of the ten non-
metallic materials evaluated exhibited a reaction up to a
temperature of 600 F in hydrogen. Two materials, polyvinyl-
chloride and cellulose acetate butyrate, were significantly
changed in both the baseline and hydrogen tests. These two
materials and several others exhibited the "halo" effect
during the tests. The role of the "halo" phenomenon is not
clearly understood but may be a precursor to a flash reaction.
If 600°F is not considered to be a sufficiently high test
temperature, it is recommended that the tests be repeated on
the materials (TFE Teflon, FEP Teflon, RTV-90, and 15% Glass-
Filled TFE Teflon) that exhibited a reaction in the reaction
propagation test (Test E, TP-WSTF-196) up to a temperature of
1000 F or another appropriate maximum temperature. This group
of tests would provide a desirable complement to the reaction
propagation tests perhaps lending some insight into the reaction
mechanism observed during the reaction propagation tests. It
is recommended that any additional tests be conducted using a
test fixture modified to permit the detection of ultraviolet
as well as visible light. This revision would permit better
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Attention: Io Irving Pinkel
Figure 1 WSTF Flash and Fire Point Test Apparatus and Control System
Figure 2 

















































































































































































































Summary of Flash and Fire Checkout Tests






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Flash and Fire Test - Test D
Test Preparation Sheet No.: 3HYD-046(R)
TPS Short Title: Perform Flash and Fire Tests - Test D
Reason for Work: To determine compatibility of materials.
Item
Noo Description
NOTE: Extreme caution will be exercised when per-
forming the following steps. Hydrogen gas may be
present in system or hydrogen leaks may occur during
testing.
NOTE: This TPS is open ended, and will remain open
until cancelled.
NOTE: All personnel shall obtain Test Conductor's
permission before changing any valve position status.
1. Verify that TPS 3-DAS-066R has been completed and
that DAS is ready.
2. Verify with QA there are no constraints to testing.
3. Verify TPS-3-HYD-044(R) (Daily Setup) is complete.
4. Thoroughly clean all items in the manner specified:
a. Glass, view port, chimney, sample container -
water and scouring powder Type Io Rinse with water
only and wipe dry.
b. Quartz rod - Water, scouring powder Type I and a
nylon brush; wipe dry.
c. Cup support, pedestal, etc. - Water, scouring
powder Type I, wire brush, steel wool; wipe dry.
d. Tungsten spark gap points - Clean sufficiently
with steel wool or an abrasive cloth to produce a
shiny surface.





CAUTION: Use no solvents nor soaps for cleaning
operation.
5. Mount flash and fire fixture on Stand 1 base.
6o Connect thermocouple and verify operational by
confirming ambient temperature of the day at DAS
on H003To
7. Place sample in the crucible and mount crucible on
stand inside chamber.
8. Place glass chimney upon the crucible inside the
chamber.
9. Place the glass insulators over the electrode standso
10. Install the points (tungsten) and adjust the spark
gap to 0o062 + 0o010 inches.
11. Adjust the crucible holding fixture such that the
points are 0o750 + 0.025 inches from the top of the
sample.
12. Place the heater over the base plate and secure.
13. Place quartz rod seal in place in center of view port
and adjust by positioning the seal tip directly over
and approximately 1/4" above the spark gap.
14o Install upper and lower Marmon clamps to connect view
port and base plate to heater0
14a. Cover top of fixture with heavy duty aluminum foil
to exclude light.
15. Connect heater leads to fixture0
NOTE: Remove terminal covers from cables.
16o Connect spark leads to fixture.
NOTE: Remove terminal covers from cables.
3Item
No. Description
17. Remove union between stand pressure and vent flex
hoses.
18. Connect pressure and vent flex hoses to fixture.
19. Torque per WS-10o
19a. Perform Steps 44, 45, and 46.
20. On C14-602, Bay 2 switch panel, turn on spark gen-
erator (switch ID. "S-GEN").
21. On C14-608, Bay 1, place power switch OFF, and
heater switch OFF.
22. At the terminal room 2 equipment area, turn on cir-
cuit breaker 10 in panel "2 DCC,"
23. At the Building 328 J-box N60-5, verify that the
spark generator and heater control units are con-
nected to the a-c power outlets in this J-box bay.
CAUTION: The spark plugs mounted on the bottom of
the chamber have approximately 20,000 volts at the
time of each spark.
24. Turn spark generator on. Check for spark.
25° At C14-602, bay 2 panel, turn spark generator switch
S-GEN off.
26° Again select the "auto" position on the spark
generator.
27. Open SV-2, pressurize fixture to 37 + 5 psia as
indicated on H-002P, then close SV-2.
NOTE: SV-2 shall be cycled as required to stabilize
fixture pressure for leak check.
28. Perform leak check of fixture as follows:
a. Record H-002P on log sheet.
b. Wait five minutes.
4Item
No. Description
c, Record H-002P on log sheet,
NOTE: Leak rate shall not exceed psia
per five minute period. If leak rate exceeds
specification, perform following steps for
repair. If leak rate is within tolerance
allowed, proceed to Step 35 for test continuation.
29. Determine location of leak.
30. Verify closed SV-2.
31. Open SV-3, vent fixture to minimum as indicated on
H-002P, then close SV-3o
32. Repair leak. Retorque as required per specification
WS-10o
33. Repeat Step 27 to pressurize fixture.
34. Repeat Step 28 for fixture leak check.
35. Verify closed SV-2.
35a. Open SV-15 and SV-17 as required to vent system, then
close SV-15 and SV-17.
35b. Open SV-23 and adjust PR-1 to indicate approximately
15 + 5 psig on G-34, then close SV-23.
36. Open Building 328 for hydrogen testing. Disconnect
electrical power to buildings and connect ground
cables.
NOTE: Test Conductor's option for all other testing.
37. If hydrogen gas is to be test media, slowly open H
K-bottle outlet valve, and adjust regulator PR-40 For
approximately 13 + 5 psig as indicated on G-42,
38. Place TS-302 in an amber condition and make appropriate
announcement.
NOTE: All personnel clear TS-302 area for testing.
5Item
No. Description
38a. Place Building 328 in a red condition.
39. Open SV-3 and SV-2, purge for 2 minutes then
close SV-2 and SV-3.
40. Open or verify open SV-23 or SV-25, whichever is
applicable.
NOTE: Turn arm key on for SV-25 valve cycle.
40a. Open SV-1, adjust PR-40 to indicate 25 + 5 psia on
H-002P, then close SV-lo
41. Open SV-3 and SV-1; purge for 10 minutes, then
close SV-3,
42. When H-002P indicates 25 + 2 psia, close SV-1o
NOTE: Perform Step 48 10 + 1 minutes after
completion of Step 42.
43. Close SV-23 or SV-25, and arm key off.
44. Set up the Hughes Memo-Scope in the Building 300
control center as follows:
ao Dual trace or wideband pre-amp plug is installed
and check that channel selection corresponds to input
cable termination. Select vertical sensitivity of
one volt per division and d-c normal coupling (this
may be varied later as test data dictates).
b. Connect SYNC cable to SYNC input and select one
millisecond normal sweep, with storage threshold at
normal. Again, these controls may be varied to obtain
suitable spark display.
c. Confirm that the input cable H-OOIY is connected
to the Bristol bay 6 patch panel location "T/C
Channels" input Channel 1. The SYNC PULSE is to be
connected in the same area, channel 3.
d. Turn on scope power and adjust controls as re-
quired to display spark signal during test.
6Item
No. Description
45. Confirm that Bristol 6 has been set up as follows:
Channel 1 - 40% Cal - 37.5 div.
(H002P) 30% Cal - 75.0 div.
Channel 2 - 40% Cal = 45.0 div.
(H003T) 80% Cal = 83.2 div.
NOTE: Tolerance is + 0.5 div.
At Test Conductor's direction, start Bristol 6
at slow speed.
46. If analog tape recorders are required for any runs,
confirm that they are set up for recording per TPS
3-DAS-034(R), and that pretest calibrations have been
recorded.
NOTE: Start and stop analog recorders only at Test
Conductor's direction following pretest calibration.
47. Confirm that TV is operational (if required) and that
screen display is satisfactory to the TC.
48. On the C14-602, bay 2, place spark generator switch
on and verify spark on oscilloscope.
49. Adjust the vertical sensitivity and horizontal sweep
on oscilloscope to display a spike of one or two ver-
tical divisions each time the sparking apparatus is
discharged.
NOTE: The first two or three sparks are normally of
much greater amplitude than after stabilization. It
is best not to adjust the scope controls until at
least five sparks have occurred. Amplitude adjust-
ments may be made at the operator's discretion.
50. Place heater and power switch in C14-608, bay 1, to
ON. The heater-on lamp and pre-heat lamp should
blink at approximately two-second intervals.
Place heater start switch on.51o
7Item
No. Description
NOTE: The white pre-heat lamp should turn on and
remain lighted for approximately 30 seconds. At
this time, the white pre-heat lamp and green ready
lamp should go out. The red running lamp should
now light and remain on until completion of the test.
52. Verify that Bristol 6 is operating and thermocouple
(H003T) indicates temperature increase of 250 F/minuteo
Monitor increase during test.
NOTE: The test can be terminated at any time by
operating the Reset switch. The heater must be
allowed to cool before beginning the test again if
automatic heater control is required.
53. Record flash point and fire point on attached log
sheet. Annotate Bristol chart at these points:
Flash point: The flash point is the lowest tem-
perature at which the application of an electric
spark causes the mixture of the flammable vapor
emitted by the material sample and the test atmos-
phere to produce a sudden brief flash at the surface
of the material. This flash will be detected elec-
tronically by an appreciable change in the amplitude
and width of the spike displayed on the oscilloscope.
Fire Point: The fire point is the lowest temperature
at which the application of an electric spark causes
the mixture of flammable vapor emitted by the material
sample and the test atmosphere to produce a self-
sustaining glow which exists for an appreciable length
of time.
NOTE: With more volatile materials, the flash point
and fire point may occur simultaneously.
54. If no fire occurs, continue the test until a temper-
of 600 + 10°F is indicated on H-003T and then terminate
the test0
55. Place the C14-608 Bay 1 heater switch to OFF position,




56. On C14-602 console, bay 2, turn spark generator
switch "S-GEN" to OFF.
57. Turn Bristol 6 chart drive to OFF, down-load
paper-annotating test number and date; and deliver
to Test Conductor.
58. Turn off Hughes Memo-Scope after last sequence of
the day.
59. At direction of Test Conductor, down-load magnetic
tapes from analog recorders, if used, and deliver
to Data Analysis with a copy of the time log, layout
sheet, and reduction instructions.
60. Purge test fixture as follows:
a. Open SV-23.
b. Open SV-3 and SV-1; purge for approximately
two minutes; then close SV-23 and SV-1.
co Open SV-2, purge for approximately one minute,
then close SV-2 and SV-3o
FINAL PURGE
NOTE: To be perfomred only after all testing is
completed and when hydrogen is used as test media.
61. Open SV-23,
62. Open SV-3, SV-10, and SV-17.
63. Open SV-1, SV-8, and SV-15; purge for approximately
five minutes; then close SV-1, SV-8, and SV-15.
64o Close SV-23.
65o Open SV-2, SV-9, and SV-16; purge for approximately
two minutes; then close SV-2, SV-9, and SV-16.
66. Close SV-3, SV-10, and SV-17 when H-002P, H-004P,




67. Place TS-302 in amber and make appropriate announce-
ments.
68. Close H2 K-bottle valve if applicable.
69. At Building 328 place spark generator switch OFF.
Discharge fixture at spark plugs.
70. Carefully disconnect stand pressure and vent flex
hoses from fixture.
NOTE: Test Conductor option.
71. Connect pressure and vent flex hoses with a union.
NOTE: Test Conductor option.
72. Remove fiber optics from fixture.
73. Disconnect thermocouple, heater leads, and spark
leads from fixture.
NOTE: Install terminal covers on leads.
NOTE: Test Conductor option.
74. Release hold-down clamps and remove heater and
sample crucible.
CAUTION: Use asbestos gloves while removing hot
fixture components.
75. Place sample crucible and sample material in a
plastic bag and annotate with sample ID number and
date.
76. Record all test data on attached log sheet.
77° Select auto or single fire mode on C14-602 console,
bay 2, as required during set-up or testing,
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FINAL PRESSURE (psia) .
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM 4' 'ot w _ TO j,
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE




/i f -Q/iQ A/ vY
e~ <3..3 tX,/ ,t/,% /A,
C/4cc9~~ct c3~~ 3 
Z9" j
/dTC <7L<~3 
BY:"*"" ,>> 2 j/I I ' ! I -
I ~ ~~~~~~~ I ',', .
,9 ,_, 4 /';,/z,
TP'.S No. .i'- /_-_I~/ /A1
F I,ASII ANT) FIItT TEST DATE
WSTF I. D # /- -z- - -- TEST # /
MAT'L NAME :' 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 3M +5 MIN _
2 +ATMOSPHERE PURGE GEl.~. PRESSURE 2 S +S
ATMOSPHERE TEST ,u . PRESSURE + .,-- /± /4
SOAK TIME /O MINUTES S8
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) 4- '
FLASH POINT (OF) / 3o
FIRE POINT (OF) / l
FINAL TEMPERATURE (°F) 4' O 
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) _Z_ _ _ 
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM e -VL t~i TO {' _ %,"2
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE




BY: _i ' I-
7k9- p~ a- X~--
Cl get - 2-,kf I? rO~' ~ ~ ..._ _ . .~ :8 ° F/J ,,,
(,.
f, I /WAA/ 5 L ._ , 7/"/;" 
lAS1ill AND I,',I .'' /I, IiAJ< (AT)
WSTF I. D t! y/- . /) 7.' - /1 TEST ! / '__
MAT'L NAME /j'-. '
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-00ZP ~,-7 +5 MIN J/; 2
ATMOSPHERE PURGE ? /..'A-- PRESSURE .. 0 ± • +3/6
ATMOSPHERE TEST / g PRESSURE 2- + ± -. K
SOAK TIME / MINUTES (N ' )
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.4) / X 4 x 4
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) ~/' 
FLASH POINT (°F) Ai1E
FIRE POINT (OF) /___g
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) S( 0 )
FINAL PRESSURE (psia), • ' 
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO 'Cv-6 g
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE (R I




BY: i e 2l
, . I 
,, f I /Jt/-7/
,9 4 ') 17 ii/71
, 'a;gc,,. 1, of
'''PS No. _j.Ij/. -/!:_CL_ )
I'[,ASII AND 11.RE1, TEI.-ST DATE / 72
WSTF I. D 1 7/- J ;71 / TEST # /
MAT'L NAME 
___l__
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P +5 MIN
ATMOSPHERE PURGE EC x,,v PRESSURE 3 -,
ATMOSPHERE TEST , PRESSURE ,{ + 2_
SOAK TIME MMINUTES 
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) ' X X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) <, , fO'F
FLASH POINT (°F) /NoJt
FIRE POINT (°F) NO/V//
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) .. ~7' d
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) ; ?, (
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM _Z2 4i'O jcTO _. 3
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLA-KY PLASTIC OTHER





.i. .Z. 1/, /7,.I,, 04 -- 0 
B Y: , e K r I
I . -. .
* , I i
, 24 
"il f I / %1_1,52 /11/r1"
,9 .- , -,f ,l /,
I ' p I I.. .I.
Ir-SNo 1i lv
1'I,ASI I ANDI) F"TUZE, 'IEST DATE ////72 -
WS,,'T -. ,1) 1# 7/- Jc? --/ { f TEST # /?
MAT'L NAME -- ). . A-
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 37,2_ +5 MIN -. 7' z
ATMOSPHERE PURGE G- PRESSURE 3 .+ S 
ATMOSPHERE TEST __..__ PRESSURE 25 + /
SOAK TIME ) MINUTES ( )
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X ,
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) (<, Q 3-
FLASH POINT (°F) Al/ rE
FIRE POINT (°F)
FINAL TEMPERATURE (°F) 5gtO
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) __
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO __ _ _
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE









r.,; D o. _,:?) !)
1LASI I AND F'R ;, I'E.S'' DAT.1E
WSTF I. ) 71- ? f:T . . _ 
MAT'L NAMI, //V r /. '
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-00ZP 3 ' ~ +5 MIN _; ,
ATMOSPHERE PURGE ~-4/,4-- PRESSURE + 
ATMOSPHERE TEST I Ac. PRESSURE -+ 5 //
SOAK TIME /0 MINUTES ( )
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X ,
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) 9, -. ,.
FLASH POINT (°F) A/0L/L/
FIRE POINT (°F) /A-
FINAL TEMPERATURE (°F) 5f90
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) , _
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO 
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE






·~ ~ ~ , ' , ' ·
I ;l.e / , ' I ! ~ " f
'rrS N . I' /j __
' ,/. .- / _/?/_J:Z
-Ill ·1 /1. J/ _
Fl.,ASII ANI) ITII' TI' : I)A I'
wsrF I.) II /- Tl:ST II 2 /
MAT'L NAME /f C_- /17 z,~ ____7__ _ __-
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P -7 7" 2 +5 MI?
ATMOSPHERE PURGE __,,_ PRESSURE ,' + ·
ATMOSPHERE TEST Zd PRESSURE ~- +
(le. A 




SOAK TIME /0 MINUTES '--" ''
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) 4 X X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) )o, ,5"S
FLASH POINT (OF) A
FIRE POINT (°F) ,Alot
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) .J"49C
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) .3,) -
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM L-T -TO 
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLACY L ) OTHER
.,O OR _ - /(JJ










" ';v ' I J.i_' (i
t'T'S No. j'-- ii/ _'Y.- j_ l)
FLASH AND FII: ['1;ST DAT
WSTF I. D # /'--' 3 :"/-/~ TEST# ._. 2-2_
MAT'L NAME 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-OOZP 3./ . 1 +5 MIN ? / '
ATMOSPHERE PURGE / Z-~ PRESSURE + /
ATMOSPHERE TEST ± PRESSURE 25 + 2 /
SOAK TIME / MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) e9' 9
FLASH POINT (°F) A4ALZ
FIRE POINT (OF) /I//-L -
FINAL TEMPERATURE (°F) _j_
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 27/ 3
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO r' "4
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE




-/,, f Z,1 /A/A/ t:h BY:*
:' ' ' ~'1 p '0 i" .s i-
2 -et/ q-- -/0- 3L44Z ,a s t/71-/A;ia~v.4<Mt 2 f At /go;
?j'i_
144 e, tf~~a-uO_
,9 ,-_._ , 'iJ/', 
I,'.,A~SI ANI) 1 1', ':SiT DATT'- /_////,
WSTF I. T II - ESTI -
MAT'L NAME j 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P .7! Z +5 MIT
ATMOSPHERE PURGE /. vZ- PRESSURE 7 -
ATMOSPHERE TEST ,tgl- PRESSURE 2 _ +
/ C'
N - 7,.f
-) 1 5/: 
c, 1.f 1s
'aS )
SOAK TIME MINUTES ( i
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) ) / ,
FLASH POINT (OF) /_/_v_
FIRE POINT (OF) /~/t/
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) _ -_9_)_ _ _'
FINAL PRESSURE (psia), 3 
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS: I
DISCOLORATION - FROM j UO T 
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLAKY PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR - ,. $/2/ 
COMMENTS:
e0 - _ / ..
RVkf l C^<r-,,7X: G/61- ,<Ayr /~~s,e_ .. ,:, ..~ z-3, o °/,~..
a-zd ~ d - d
BY:- - 4-l%





'o",/z , 0 ,3 -_- , 1.1 s/I
, ../.gcr,7 ) "', __
TP'S No. .1H/ yf} 
Fl'.,ASII AND TIRE TEST DATE //// 7Z
WS; Fv I. 1 11 _/- 7Z xf -- TEST # 7- --
MAT'L NAME: f/l'
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 23 -' G +5 MIN ___, '_
ATMOSPIHERE PURGE . (-b-_ PRESSURE '70 + $5 /.7/
ATMOSPHERE TEST 7 ,-C( PRESSURE 2_ + 2 ._/d'
SOAK TIMEI j MINUTES ( )
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) 4 X X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) ('7, •o j-
FLASH POINT (°F) /I/ r
FIRE POINT (°F) No //-
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) See__9_ t
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 37' , +
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM t;/C/.. TO Cj4 1L
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE R
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLAKY P(PLCA- OTHER
COLOR - > _ g,
COMMENE-
IdeW-t t<.Xv gay-fe/7 C6A.
(1Le .. A < .,J 
&?Xat~i~a WXff6>I z e/"
o c,,dy6
.. BY: -- ,
., , . I,,
I
f I / d
', . ~i
,93 .- _ , ,~/7
TPS No. 7- // Y,- 'l Y V)
FLASII AND F'IRE TEST DATE 1//2 7
WSTF I. D t y/- --- _ TEST 
MAT'L NAME _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __-__e_
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 37'2 +5 MIN 3 d/ 7
.. r/i
ATMOSPHERE PURGE 7,.,- PRESSURE ,3 t) + ,( " //'
ATMOSPHERE TEST c PRESSURE -. +±- 5'//-
SOAK TIME / MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X 4 X , 4
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) C ~O(C,
FLASH POINT (oF) ____t _
FIRE POINT (OF) ) .l>A)L 
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) 60 ') -
FINAL PRESS URE (psia) Q 9t o f 
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS: 
DISCOLORATION - FROM . TO _ :.
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATER





-BY: £/f/-j4 %' A!*&;---t
q~~/;I, C?e,4
FL,ASII AND FIRE TEST I)'l'Il /Z I7.
WSTF I. n 1/ 7/-- k??2 -Y -;s , , s14'
MArT'L NAMlE t, '
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P .S- () +5 MIN ... _O
ATMOSPHERE PURGE 7 , PRESSURE J S /
ATMOSPHERE TEST PRESSURE + _ //4. -
SOAK TIME /6 MINUTES (2 
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X  
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) _ _,'_ __
FLASH POINT (°F) / Al
FIRE POINT (OF) qf/Y.
FINAL TEMPERATURE (oF) C)' C)
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) J
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM jL Ai TO 
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE





-<tL<Xt- : ,4,/) ~..Z-,,,,_ -X/L2 5 t /?S ,//gj5 -
/ 5/>X~~ /vt~~t BY: <-D<#/t7
'I 'S ',} ' ,~~~~~~~. I 11i
I
I' .l ;' ' I/ , ')I





T" I' :S // y/'-'; t-'-_ !J-al)
.I,^ASII AND F'IRT TI:ST i)T / TA 
_7
WSTF I. D 7/- ' /- '- TEST ff ./ 
MAT'L NAME 391t
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P .7, 7 +5 MIN .- 7,
ATMOSPHERE PURGE PRESSURE ., /S'C:-
ATMOSPHERE TEST y//. PRESSURE 
-' -+ 2±_ fi4
SOAK TIME Jo MINUTES (I )
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) x
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) , s 
FLASH POINT (OF)
FIRE POINT (OF) A/<p/!E
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) e0)9 
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 30_
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION 
- FROM 7TO_____ TO 7i__
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLAKY PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR - MT
COMMENTS:




Xtt,8/-e c v _7a216t4 /-I - i /d / "? 6 7 13
/ gg, /lA/v/ BY:,~~;7 x~ _7.-N $- 2til 81//
I '':' ' ". ' _
I"LASI ANI) TII' T TIfS DATE, /2 2
WSTF I. D 7/ / -/A- T:EST I _
MAT'L NAME &LJ z'L 6&i< 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P ,+5 MIN 
ATMOSPI-IERE PURGE /:ah_ PRESSURE +
ATMOSPHERE TEST j t,, PRESSURE . + 2_ 
SOAK TIME /1 MINUTES (i- )
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) /" X X " 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) _
FLASH POINT (°F) A/~//
FIRE POINT (OF) C//M/E/L
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) t½ (
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) ? ,
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM (f..__ TO (,d.,,L 
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL E4"T}
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE BRITTLE FL PA OTHER
COLOR - --
COMMENTSh
/ /BY: 96,' -,? <-' ,o,(/
.,. 
* * S !~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I.
'I',S No..-//_- ?_ )
FLASH AND FIREI TtIST DATE ,///72-
WSTF I.D # 7/ TEST # .-
MAT'L NAME ________;_,_ _ T_
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 3 +5 MIN 
ATMOSPHERE PURGE _ PRESSURE " + . '/
ATMOSPHERE TEST 9441 PRESSURE 2 + ± 2 /A
SOAK TIME /' MINUTES (25 5)
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) / x X_ 't-
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) ~f ,9
FLASH POINT (OF) /]t4 M
FIRE POINT (°F) '
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) j0O i
FINAL PRESSURE (psia)
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM T. O (-/--
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL 0O9-- LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLA-KCP$ OTHER
COLOR - ./--
COM77TS:
fBY: j 4.. ,1 (iP'.
T~ rl, ' ,~-~~ ,~,4T ,. ,! , ,,,_.- ,,,, !~~1~21' 
.,.,:; N.,. // - /:. '. {. L/./')
l'L,ASII ANDI IITE 'ST DATE T-: 
WSTF I. 1), 11 :, '../T -,- ,l"s.,S 1_ _
MAT'L NAME 7'f l .,
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 33,/ +5 MIN . _/
ATMOSPHERE PURGE P PRESSURE 3 E 
ATMOSPHERE TEST 1i-CA PRESSURE .2•. _+ Z /S/A
SOAK TIME /Z MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X 4
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) , 1/ 52-
FLASH POINT (oF) <.& O
FIRE POINT (oF) ,Z 4
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) 
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) . 2 /7S/A
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM / TOJ .
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MOD.RATE LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLA(KY PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR - .,
COMMENTS:
171e&'-ggC 4f SS°: ,w
,jZ~m_0-.A 2-,7?
r o Il t 3
BY:
,Glv . . ; .
, .
19" "tD l I J/
1L',ASII ANI) lI'IR. 'I'lEST I)A'1'1 i
ws'rF I. D II 7/- ,JC'/- /) 'TS;:sT II ____
MAT'L NAME z 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P O30, 7 +5 MIN Z7', 1'
ATMOSPHERE PURGE GE .._ PRESSURE +30 ± /-
ATMOSPHERE TEST PRESSURESSURE S 
._v~: _-a /1)
SOAK TIME /C MINUTES k ,V
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) kI X 4 / X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) C0 ' 'ff
FLASH POINT (°F) // V/I?
FIRE POINT (°F) 1/V.OMA
FINAL TEMPERATURE (°F) ~c< )
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 3 2/Js/4,
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM /, TO a !
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE




a, / Gg £@ .< %/ e/t,~~~~~~~~
BY, .: 




,'9, II .,'i . .. /" ,
'''.SS No._. A- /!FY-IR TET)
],LASII AN1D FIRIITE TEST DATE 37/97
WSTF I.D 1 7/-D > 77-- TEST# 332
MAT'L NAME At t 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-00ZP 3 7,  +5 MIN .'!, 7
ATMOSPHERE PURGE PRESSURE +7 S/
ATMOSPHERE TEST 4PRŽ mRESSURE L± + / p5
SOAK TIME MINUTES ( j
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) d, •"O•
FLASH POINT (°F) /&A/
FIRE POINT (OF)' //
FINAL TEMPERATURE (oF) ~,d '
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) , g /.S/4
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM -~~ TO
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE











f ,? /,A/v 9< Pf / ,t/7 
I-(tgu/t/Lu oi
TPS No. .'- / Y/-L)
/ /-7 
FLASII ANI) FIRE: TEST DATE
WSTF I. D # 7/- ,7/- P TEST # _3
MAT'L NAME ) 4/- 'qgipn
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 30sof +5 MIr
ATMOSPHERE PURGE _ai x,__, PRESSURE 30 +
ATMOSPHERE TEST Z-- RESSURE +




SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X .
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) / '4, f
FLASH POINT (°F) ,/
FIRE POINT (OF) /
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) Jo '/'
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) J3/ , S'/
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM v ' TO Jo_
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE




BY: _,Alt/y/a j. .~ .
.~~~ ~ ~ I .
I . I . , i; i
Cli L4z 2-,31 /~r,>
.~~~~~ 
\1
VVJIi IV)&. J I a 
f, lle~t
vi -, IL- --i_ , ; (,-f/ I 
TPS Nc
FLASII AND FIRE TEST DATE ji
WSTF I. D 7/- _ 7- _ C_ TEST # 7-
MAT'L NAME Cr
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 30, 
ATMOSPHERE PURGE __ PRESSURE 
ATMOSPHERE TEST PRESSURE 2-3
(/ v /
J: iJ. of
+5 MIN 306, _
)+ ± n /-S -
)d V I
SOAK TIME // MINUTES '- Y J
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) x i X i
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) _/ 6
FLASH POINT (OF) /&AlE
FIRE POINT (°F) ,/{-,
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) k":: =
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 30 O S/eA
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM &,' , TO 7l
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLAkY OTHER
COLOR - Lf),7




,, , /1W 1/w
,. _,, / I /_,2J///
'ar .c j t. , of
T'PS No.'- / 
F;'LASII AN)D FIRE TEIST DATE
WSTF I.D 1 7/- Pl-C_- TEST # 3
MAT'L NAME , /' 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P , 'f +5 MIN
ATMOSPHERE PURGE ~ PRESSURE 3 5/-
ATMOSPHERE TEST P RESSRE .+ 2si
SOAK TIME /12 MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) k X 4 X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) A, 1F' -
FLASH POINT (OF)
FIRE POINT (OF) A
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) :
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) -8 lc e //
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM __ __TO __
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATELA)~
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLAKY PLTi.))THER
COLOR - .
COMMENTS:
/ ' ~ M
' ' I I' ' I 
T, rich 9.,3,' ., ,i, ll I
, ,'. ,; I *, ..
'T'1 .;..., . _ //?J:(/T&O
1l,,A.,II AN D)N)I R ,EsT', D A TS'//6' / 21, ____
WSTF I. 1) II/-- TS1' 1 _.
MAT' L NAMI, / -
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 13-,7 +5 MIN -._?/ 7
ATMOSPHERE PURGE 9}e . PRESSURE + 5 //
ATMOSPHERE TEST PRESSURE + ± /
SOAK TIME /06 MINUTES (23. 7)
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X x
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) Oc So3
FLASH POINT (OF) //6V/@
FIRE POINT (OF) A//l
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) /~ t
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 3 s/
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO 
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLAKY PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR - .- -
COMMENTS:
I /-'~~
6VW 2- -4, 7 ,/A1AIf/ D 
'141y, f " p IlAh B Y:G; ",-'' '
., ' .{ .,,I, i
,9 ,8 A 17/1s/f7/
' "IS No. ., - ///)-I_ )
/ /
FLASII ANT) FIRE TE;ST DATE '// .. _
WSTF I. D H 7/- 30?--CL TE:ST I 3'7
MAT'L NAME /l
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 3C'/ 7 +5 MIN .,'6/ 7
ATMOSPHERE PURGE P PRESSURE 3. + -' fr
ATMOSPHERE TEST _PRESS URE l + " ji
SOAK TIME // MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X  X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) (/O .
FLASH POINT (OF) 8o- 5- < 6
FIRE POINT (OF) /.
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) .<1 c /='
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 33 f5/s
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM _ TO _
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE (iR
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE -BIjL~FLAKCY PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR -
COMMENTS:
G4 _2_ , ,,
_~~~~; 6 
"'o'l f kI ,WAB
Z2,2 2 t A.'
BY: ,d i
*I ; ,i I I
.9,.E 70. /I_ I,,f
I ; { j i ( * -/ ' ' !
'I l' No. , - / 1 /- ,- f)
F,'I.,AStI ANI) ,I I', 'l'l'.,ST DATT"' , _ "" 
WSTF I. D / Z TEST 3# __
MAT'L NAME P/l-
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 3 0, 7 +5 MIN 5., 7
ATMOSPHERE PURGE 4 t PRESSURE -0 + $ •/>-
ATMOSPHERE TEST 9Lj)b 1 PREr_ PRESSURE 9 • ± -_
SOAK TIME /) MINUTES j
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) x x
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) -_-S_'
FLASH POINT (OF) •I-L"'-- 650' F
FIRE POINT (OF) O/I//-
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) ~ KO : =
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 3f'- _S/""/4
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM •fLZ . TO g<.Jd
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE L
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - RF9FLAKY PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR - .,.c-
COM?4ENTS:
au e Gv-_a 
i '", ! J . ,% ~ ~,'l' I , iv'
I, ' ' '
'I'oi I/tn. ( f. ' )
WSTF I.) II __ /_--. ? . --- <¢.;.. ''1;:ST 11 . /
MAT'L NAM^: 7 /-/ -- ' 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P ?.0c, 7 +5 MIN -/ 7
ATMOSPHERE PURGE l'z-4--._. PRESSURE 30 _ 
ATMOSPHERE TEST j~.C. -- PRESSURE + :
SOAK TIME /O MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) _ _,_ _
FLASH POINT (°F) /
FIRE POINT (OF)V zf
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) 'o( °)
FINAL PRESSURE (psia)
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM Zj TO jLTr
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE





' . -. , ,
-k •LA
BY:
. · .t I
f,-
,/, v, ,> llthh Wa/X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
S ~ i l @ ' l .
.' :. . . ' !~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.,9 _5/ . 1s '/,
l'gc p. I -l ?of
'rps No. ._-- //_ Y-.&___)_
~~~.1iJ~VI
FILASII AND FIRE TEST DATE .// 7 --
1 /
WSTF I. D f 7/- 7. __ C TEST 
MAT'L NAME ,/ a
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 39, 7 +5 MIN 3'e /7
ATMOSPHERE PURGE eez-i PRESSURE 3D + 6 //(-
ATMOSPHERE TEST 2gRs.R zs + .P/.
SOAK TIME / MINUTES 
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X . X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) ~ / J ~-
FLASH POINT (OF) lowu E
FIRE POINT (OF) I.o. t-
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) (. mn F
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 31. %-
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM / TO , -
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE (




,,:.I .1 , I 
L l4X 20-L --,lt z1.6 f- /r
/f/Z>/ WeS
,9W-i_ 4 D' 10Jl/
I 'age f) ro of
rTPs No..'- / Y0-- ~/i._)
FLASII AND FIRE TEST DATE - 7L -
WSTF I. D I 7/-' 7 -c__ TEST # I/
MAT'L NAME 7>_.-
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 3a/,7 +5 MIN
ATMOSPHERE PURGE G PRESSURE 30 + S 
ATMOSPHERE TEST PRESSURE Z' + Z fS
SOAK TIME / 'MINUTES ( -/
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) _ _1_ _ _
FLASH POINT (OF) //BA/'
FIRE POINT (OF) t-
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) 0 OC F
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 3/ ,,?
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO /
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE





7,~ r -I-,r B I- - - r-" - -- o= ;O
< 44 - 85°E/
BY:





vrs No._.-' :-/. iL-)
IFLASHT ANT) FIRE, T-iST DATE 2e --
WSTF I. D It 7/_- 53 j -c- TEST/ /- X
MAT'L NAME &zAvg' /Zffia
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P -3.j7 +5 MIN
ATMOSPHERE PURGE __________ PRESSURE So ± $ 
ATMOSPHERE TEST 5 2 PRESSURE 2• + 2 - /3/
SOAK TIME / MINUTES ( 2 /
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X 4X . . Z...
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) t,* (9•
FLASH POINT (OF) •79 ,6' -c'.~'' .a 
FIRE POINT (OF) /CF/,)
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) 'COC. _/__
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 36/5/'-
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO ROMAz
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATT
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE -(B FLACKY PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR -
COMMnENTS 
/ 4/ t BY: >9~E-~, 1 A
. I . ............. . .* , ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\ '1 '
4& I ' ~ - -- I _
_,- , . . /, :eo 2, A,
I a';*.f: ', ' I ' 
1'1'; No. . j/:1-_/1t))
· I / _
.'I.,ASII AND FIRE, TEST )ATI: 
WSTF I. D II 7/-- 3/9- ST 
MAT'L NAME 4 d' /
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H 'P 7 +5 MIN
ATMOSPHERE PURGE P] ''SURE + 
ATMOSPHERE TEST . ./-lP- URE +3
SOAK TIME MINUi'.;';
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLESIZE LXWXH (In.) 4 x
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) 62, f96
FLASH POINT (OF) r 
FIRE POINT (oF) /
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) ¢tKO oFr
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 33 s/O5/
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERAT LARG
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE ) FLAKY PLASTIC OTHER
COMMENTS:
-
COLOR - i ' I
2_
64-79
_ ..... . .
/-a-7
'!/is/v,, ~' .d/.>";'·-,"'/,"(A
FlASII AND FIRE TEST D ATE h.
6 STF I. D I - TEST-# ; -TE
MAT'L NAME $__
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE - H-002P 3/J 0 +5 MIN J1/ /
ATMOSPHERE PURGE ~ PRESSURE
ATMOSPHERE TEST .PRES SURE ± + 2L 5/-
SOAK TIME /_ _ MINUTES j4
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) 4 x x






DISCOLORATION - FROM TO
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE






, f / , , /i 23 BY: o k _ l ,.V'\ ,4 ,'. . ,: ' . t/,,/
i A';l I AND FIRE TVS'l DAlE'l, /687
WS'TF I. D lt //13e 7 -D TEST #
S;DAT'L NAME TFE /IA / - XC• .- f-
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 3' /,f +5 MIN .7/,r"
ATMOSPI-IERE PURGE ( ', . PRESSURE+ 3 " /±
ATMOSI1-IHERE TEST 7 PRESSURE 7- + 2 .5/
SOAK TIME () MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) _ ! _ ' I
FLASH POINT (O F) /P/AI~-
FIRE POINT (°F) //tV
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF)
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) ,3 2- fS/4
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROMO 
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLAKY PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR - __Z ___ _
COMMENTS:
326b~.- CI -tti,
' "d5Sf~ /- / d/., ' /? .......
' BY:. &2-A1-''~ g .4~,\,4 .. . /v'
3' -,y.o- f-4'. /I
-. ?........
1I,ASI-I AND FIRE TEST DATE 3//1/7 
WSTF I.D nf 7/--. ~ 7D / : TEST 
9ATT'L NAME DTES
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 3/, 6 +5 MIN //;2
ATMOSPHERE PURGE PRESSURE j ± / A /
ATMOSPHERE TEST .PRESSURE L5 + /3 -,
SOAK TIME /~.3 MINUTES (• 2)
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) i. X X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) e•! - -
FLASH POINT (OF) &N
FIRE POINT (OF) /J/ALfi
FINAL TEMPERATURE (°F) d -
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 3 /7
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM ____ TO
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLAK(Y PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR - c,.t.. v J
COMMENTS:
-- -- CZ"(,J~JiJi~i~J~JiJi~i~i l
-7?Z 4 - ,' r7
_ , _ (
.. a :Z~z2 llt- -1--
n-c .z,,~, //3 2.To
nY: ,W 7/,Y " f ..i - , i .
'I..~m :t. // -C~~~f~~~L~~3 I~~~~~Lr~~~jt~~~~s
./ _ _- ?'C2%
.1'IASL[ AND FIRE 'T'S' D TE 3 //7A-
_VSTF I. D TEST# 7
9A T' L NAME C-- ..
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P -37 +5 MIN 32-
ATMOSPHERE PURGE PRESSURE _ + s 
ATMOSPHERE TEST E PRESSURE s. + /- /
SOAK TIME / MINUTES (
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) x X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) t9' f97$
FLASH POINT (oF) , /2~ 2 
FIRE POINT (°F) 
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) 1d:.6 ) =
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 3/, • [6/4
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM __ TO 0-/f
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLAKY PLASTIC OTHER |
-$1-//COLOR - -/L-'C
Cm
_ -- ' --- - -- _ C- -- r-
',,. /A ,: /j/:/½ lnY: 
.-
'Z1/..4
.?. -/yo.- o3 (/f)
f
.>'I ,L .. ! ,.,.
[QUASI I AN.) FIRE. TEST DATE
6TF I.D / 3Dd- TEST #
MAT'L NAME X?
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-00ZP _ +5 MIN 33
ATMOSPHERE PURGE E,44Z--. PRESSURE , . t + ' ± //
ATMOSPHERE TEST -. PRESSURE+ 2- Z /r
SOAK TIME MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) k X X .4 ,#Z(
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) 69/ 7P,
FLASH POINT (oF) 7O % -.+4Ad
FIRE POINT (OF) /_/__,'
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) 66 o/ '
FINAL PRESSURE (psia)
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM /fz_ TO h-
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE




LkfzL If<4zZ And Q
of-?(/<wd5-- stt- g- %fon/ fz




A ,v " I ,#_,, IjZ/
i,'I,^'iII AND FIRE' TEIST DA TE 3
6 T F I . D 1
!
TEST1#°Y7
MAT'L NAME f /-
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 33 +5 MIN 33
ATMOSPHERE PURGE -'~- PRESSURE 3e, + S /s/C
ATMOSPHERE TEST 
_______ PRESSURE + ± f/4
SOAK TIME /t MINUTES (% /%4,)
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) 4 X X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) 7i 76
FLASH POINT (OF) 5"- ~/z .. cZ(°<40 /e~ ~
FIRE POINT (°F) /AA/O / ce 1/ -j
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) g 7
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) ._rw f,5/
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO _____ ___\
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE (
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - FLA/Y PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR - A-re
COMMENTS.:7-11/·~ 7 S -/ _ 
v f
I 'o 70I 




9tw~pa~~ bL i- , -
..J / I
..:,5H .. ... ' ' .
.I'IASI, AND ;I1RE TIST DATE , 1aT7/7-
Ak';,TF I. D St TEST# -c_ _
MAT'L NAME xge•;, _/-ta
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 9, / +5 MIN 3 _ e
ATMOSPHERE PURGE GE_1 PRESSURE -3 e + - '/
ATMOSPHERE TEST jage-PRESSURE -- S +RS_-
SOAK TIME /A7 MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X i X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) _/S__"
FLASH POINT (OF) / ;/
FIRE POINT ( F) /@ _
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) .4O(0 ,-
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 3J flsAt4
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM TO
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MO ERATE LARGE





- J he r In --v _ ,
f W;'6<^ operas}nY: /2
e:---/
I' I.,ASII AND FIIRE TEST DATE iP z/7 -
STF I. 7L) S /- 3o5-t TEST # 
MAT'L NAME //c-
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P :2- +5 MIN -___ /__
ATMOSPHERE PURGE Z,?"
-
PRESSURE 3J + -S /',/
ATMOSPHERE TEST PRESSURE . ± + 
SOAK TIME /O MINUTES ( )
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) 6)z&S-
FLASH POINT (OF) c 4 b .a - .- t t. /e /
FIRE POINT (OF) /lj~dA/i - + 
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) C6c A/-L
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 3 2-- /
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM _ _: TO ____"/
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE






5 / -A< 'c* /2 /kA /




&/d ,- Ad Ad Ad 23, °S Gus
_.J,& ,: l o ~ ? o
BY: !i "' A,/ " .. - .. I I.
.-- J. / -
"I.,AS;II AN) I'IRl TE';ST DATIE; J //.7 / _-
O~TF I. nD f /-- .-Y7 2 TEST -#
MAT'L NAME /A 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-002P 3 , +5 MIN 3_.2 ,-
ATMOSPHERE PURGE ,- x PRESSURE 3 -+ c /
ATMOSPHERE TEST 1JEkJRESSURE q ± Z+ J//
SOAK TIME /l MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) , ' ,9,
FLASH POINT (OF) '%
FIRE POINT (OF) "
FINAL TEMPERATURE (oF) -'? t_ -
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 6/ /95/4
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM 7 TO
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE





(,11 a /26i & . et ;e 2 o / F/ 
j , Iv I /
, ~' / '., 121,~/: 1 flY I : , i,,'
_'I..ASII AND FIRE TEST DATE // 7 
,TF I.D xi /-- Y/#6-. TEST #
MAT'L NAME 
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK KATE = H-00ZP 32-O +5 MIN 32,0
ATMOSPHERE PURGE I ,.' PRESSURE 3S + ' J" /'/
ATMOSPHERE TEST PRESSURE -S + 2_ 
SOAK TIME I/ MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) 6'b .''
FLASH POINT (OF) P tO /& Z l 4 <°-%A 80Z
FIRE POINT (°F) 
-4
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) Ad'C /A
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) &7 A-
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM 1 TO
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE





6M , //n ., - ..Y, / ..), , ,./
,/ '>- vrt ,, ,>,... :
. _ . Ca 4~r
LtzvM '-t4 I3V 2 C_9/s r3
.:.- Y/Y/>- ~i; /,/j
FLASII AND FIRE TEST DATE 3///7 2-
"STF I. D # / TEST# and
MAT'L NAME 0•L, 4
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-00ZP 375 0+5 MIN .7./d3
ATMOSPHERE PURGE ' C PRESSURE + - 3 i-5//-
ATMOSPHERE TEST LA, PRES SURE + J 2PS/
SOAK TIME MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) X X
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) s/) _ _ _
FLASH POINT (OF) //'-y-.Q_
FIRE POINT (°F) 4X_,
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) &_ cO /_
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) .7 /*
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS: 
DISCOLORATION - FROM ._ .TO
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLA<CY PLASTIC OTHER
COLOR -
COMMENTS
fŽ2', Afj .k' a//? ¥/BY: 4 / 1.) 4 ( /
".1 fx
.Fl'ASI1 AND FIRE TEST DATE
6 STF I. D # 7Z/-2 ?Y/2 DTEST #
MAT'L NAME /=t// : l._
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE = H-00ZP _ / +5 MIN A /
ATMOSPHERE PURGE .~ '~ PRESSURE J36 ± & P/
ATMOSPHERE TEST , + PRESSURE 2• + 2
SOAK TIME / MINUTES
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLE SIZE LXWXH (In.) 4. X 4, X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) &- P; g
FLASH POINT (°F)
FIRE POINT (:F) /d 7y-S
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) , he/
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) 3/ P5/A-
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM ___TO_
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE LARGE





67< 6, .. I,/. /




"L 1,ASI I AND FIRE 'TEST DATE 3/2-/ 7 2--
"S TF I. DI '72- ? e 73-) TEST # 
MAT'L NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
TEST CONDITIONS: LEAK RATE H-002P 35tC) +5 MIN $;2C(
ATMOSPHERE PURGE 74L PRESSURE 3CH +±5 M ,5/6
ATMOSPHERE TEST 7/ PRESSURE + - /
SOAK TIME /MINUTES 
TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
SAMPLESIZE LXWXH (In.) , X X 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (Grams) ' _
FLASH POINT (°F) A/Ne/v/,-
FIRE POINT (OF) /4c •,/
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) ZeeC e
FINAL PRESSURE (psia) '70 /pS/-
POST TEST OBSERVATIONS:
DISCOLORATION - FROM . -TO B/ T
QUANTITY OF RESIDUE - NONE SMALL MODERATE (.
CONSISTENCY OF RESIDUE - BRITTLE FLA P3KT OTHER
COLOR - .
COMM 21rS:
1 _- ,14 ...L ,
itY4- - /0 4/ / 4/ 
-l f " 
. ~ t 4-- -l --.
- J9 7-
ge- . 1 - - I - IfX - e J - ) - , - - i} \
.\ s w' ,o() V  0 ilrl~l/
f 
d ,Za-Ec< t<e
B}Y: - f > 44 -16
